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Enclosed Blinds
In keeping with ODL’s attention to style and design, 

we are introducing four NEW colors of Enclosed 

Blinds:  Sand, Espresso, Slate Gray, and Silver Moon. 

With matching privacy channels and operators, the 

colors of your entry door blinds will always coordinate 

with your décor. The collection is available in Evolve® 

frames which provide superior rigidity and eliminate 

bothersome squeeze out using our dry glaze seal.

Espresso

Sand

Slate Gray

Silver M
oon
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Light and Privacy Control
You can close your blinds for complete privacy and security 

or open them up to enjoy the outdoors—and every level in 

between. The levels of light and privacy are yours to control using 

our easy operator.  The full privacy channels eliminate light gaps, 

shadows, and sunlight glare. The NEW colors are offered with 

Low-E + glass and can meet ENERGY STAR® requirements when 

used with an ENERGY STAR® qualified door.

Low Maintenance
Since our blinds are enclosed between two panels of glass, 

you never need to dust which decreases allergens.  Even with 

repeated use, our Enclosed Blinds retain their new look, unlike 

exposed blinds that can become bent or tangled over time. ODL 

Enclosed Blinds carry a 20-year warranty on blinds, glass seal and 

operator for a long-term performance in your exterior door.

Safety
ODL is leading the industry in enclosed blinds that reduce the 

safety risk for children and pets. Because our Enclosed Blinds do 

not have dangling cords, they have received two certifications.  

WCMA’s “Certified Best for Kids” designation and  

Parents for Window Blind Safety (PWBS) Seal of Approval. 

Both organizations strongly urge parents to use window 

coverings without accessible cords in homes with children.  

In addition, all of our Enclosed Blinds are offered in tempered 

safety glass.

Easy to Operate
The ergonomically placed single* operator lets you raise, lower 

and tilt your blinds the entire length of the doorglass with only 

the slightest movement.  No reaching or stooping is needed to 

adjust the blinds. An innovative design results in stacked blinds 

that take up the smallest of space at the top of the door glass 

when fully opened.

* Due to the size and weight of the blinds, the 80" blinds have a dual operator that 

controls the raise, lower and tilt function.

TM
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Espresso 
Enclosed Blinds

686-RLB-ES
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Sand 
Enclosed Blinds

684-RLB-SD
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Silver Moon 
Enclosed Blinds

612-RLB-SM
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Slate Gray 
Enclosed Blinds

687-RLB-SG
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ESPRESSO SIZE MODEL FRAME PART # PRICE

20" x 36" 672-RLB-ES
white 316300 $417.09

oak 316301 $436.08

22" x 36" 684-RLB-ES
white 316292 $417.09

oak 316293 $436.08

20" x 64" 687-RLB-ES
white 316286 $509.88

oak 316287 $547.85

22" x 64" 686-RLB-ES
white 316280 $509.88

oak 316281 $547.85

20" x 80" 496-RLB-ES
white* 316333 $650.21

oak* 316339 $692.34

22" x 80" 612-RLB-ES
white 316310 $650.21

oak 316311 $692.34

SAND SIZE MODEL FRAME PART # PRICE

20" x 36" 672-RLB-SD
white 316302 $417.09

oak 316303 $436.08

22" x 36" 684-RLB-SD
white 316294 $417.09

oak 316295 $436.08

20" x 64" 687-RLB-SD
white 316288 $509.88

oak 316289 $547.85

22" x 64" 686-RLB-SD
white 316282 $509.88

oak 316283 $547.85

20" x 80" 496-RLB-SD
white* 316335 $650.21

oak* 316340 $692.34

22" x 80" 612-RLB-SD
white 316312 $650.21

oak 316313 $692.34

SILVER MOON SIZE MODEL FRAME PART # PRICE

20" x 36" 672-RLB-SM
white 316306 $417.09

oak 316307 $436.08

22" x 36" 684-RLB-SM
white 316322 $417.09

oak 316323 $436.08

20" x 64" 687-RLB-SM
white 316320 $509.88

oak 316321 $547.85

22" x 64" 686-RLB-SM
white 316318 $509.88

oak 316319 $547.85

20" x 80" 496-RLB-SM
white* 316337 $650.21

oak* 316342 $692.34

22" x 80" 612-RLB-SM
white 316316 $650.21

oak 316317 $692.34

SLATE GRAY SIZE MODEL FRAME PART # PRICE

20" x 36" 672-RLB-SG
white 316304 $417.09

oak 316305 $436.08

22" x 36" 684-RLB-SG
white 316296 $417.09

oak 316297 $436.08

20" x 64" 687-RLB-SG
white 316290 $509.88

oak 316291 $547.85

22" x 64" 686-RLB-SG
white 316284 $509.88

oak 316285 $547.85

20" x 80" 496-RLB-SG
white* 316336 $650.21

oak* 316341 $692.34

22" x 80" 612-RLB-SG
white 316314 $650.21

oak 316315 $692.34

20" x 36" 
672

22" x 36" 
684

20" x 64" 
687

22" x 64" 
686

20" x 80" 
496*

22" x 80" 
612

Dual 
Operator

Due to the size and weight of the blinds, the 80"sizes have a 
dual operator that controls the raise, lower and tilt function.

* Model 496 is available in Standard frame only. 

   All other sizes offered in Evolve® frame.

Low-E + doorglass

Meets ENERGY STAR® 

requirements when used 

with an ENERGY STAR® 

qualified door


